
Fleming, Julie S 

From: Fleming, Julie S 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, December 05, 2012 1:29 PM 
'Gray, Morgan'; Buckner, Jason L 

Subject: RE: Markey Letter to Sec Salazar on Shell Containment Dome FINAL 

Thanks for the heads up. 

Julie S. Fleming 
Chief, Office of Congressional Affairs 
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

julie.s.flem ing@bsee.gov 
Direct: 202-208-3827 

From: Gray, Morgan [mailto:Morqan.Gray@mail.house.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:58 AM 
To: Buckner, Jason L; Fleming, Julie S 
Subject: FW: Markey Letter to Sec Salazar on Shell Containment Dome FINAL 

Good morning Jason and Julie, attached please find a copy of a letter to Secretary Salazar from Ranking Member 
Markey. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 
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Fleming, Julie S 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Gray, Morgan < Morgan.Gray@mail.house.gov> 
Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:58 AM 
Buckner, Jason L; Fleming, Julie S 
FW: Markey Letter to Sec Salazar on Shell Containment Dome FINAL 
2012-12-05_Salazar _Markey_ ContainmentDome.pdf 

Good morning Jason and Julie, attached please find a copy of a letter to Secretary Salazar from Ra nking Member 
Markey. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 
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December 5, 2012 

Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W. 
Washington DC 20240 

Dear Secretary Salazar: 

EDWARD J. MARKEY, MA 
RANKJNG DEMOCRATIC MEMBER 

DALEE KtlOEE, Ml 
PETER A. Ot:FAZIO. Ofl 
ENI F.H. FALEOMAVAEGA. AS 
FRANK PAlLONE. JR .. NJ 
GRACE F. NAPOLITANO, CA 
RUSH D. HOLT, NJ 
RAU L M. GRUALVA. AZ 
MADELEINE Z. BORDALLO. GU 
JIM COSTA, CA 
DAN BOREN, OK 
GREGORIO KILIL.I CAMACHO SA8LAN, CNMI 
MARTIN HEJNRIOI, NM 
BEN RAY LUJAN, NM 
JOHN P. SARBANES, MO 
BETTY SUTTON. OH 
NII(! TSONGAS. MA 
PEDRO A. PIERLUlSI, PR 
JOHN GARAMENOI, CA 
COLLEEN W. HANA BUSA. HI 
PAUL TOHKO, NY 

JEFFREY DUNCAN 
O{MOCRAnc STAFF DIRECTOR 

I write to request infonnation regarding severe damage that occurred this past September 
to a containment dome that Shell planned to use for offshore drilling in the Arctic. According to 
initial conversations between the Natural Resources Democratic staff and the Interior 
Department, during a testing accident the containment dome experienced an uncontrolled 
surfacing and descent. In addition, recently released internal DOI e-mails' demonstrate that the 
extent of the damage to the containment dome was significant. Shell's unsuccessful test in Puget 
Sound raises new questions about the company 's ability to successfully drill offshore in the 
Arctic and, more generally, about the ability of containment devices to function properly in the 
harsh Arctic enviromnent. 

Shell's website states "In Alaska we have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in spill 
response vessels, equipment, staff and training. Our staff carry out regular drills. We are ready to 
respond to a spill within 60 minutes, 24 hours a day."2 Yet, rather than demonstrating that Shell 
is ready to effectively respond to an oil spill in Arctic waters, recently released Interior 
Department e-mails report that the Shell containment dome "breached like a whale'' during 
testing and the top half of the containment dome was "crushed like a beer can" during this 
exercise. 

I Available at: http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/526393-bsee-foia-1,."Uow-initial
response.html#document/p 1 
2 http://www.shell.com/home/content/future energy/meeting demand/arctic/oil spill prevention reponse/ 

http://naturalresources.house.gov 



Secretary Salazar 
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Page 2 of3 

The e-mails also show that Shell experienced "two warning indicators that were 
determined to be bad sensors, one in a venting valve, and the other with the Hydraulic Power 
Unit that provided power to the winches." In addition, prior to the containment dome event, 
Shell apparently experienced problems with its Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs). One e-mail 
describes that a ROV had become "tangled in rigging" and that Shell subsequently asked to 
"continue tests using divers" even though in a real situation "safety would not allow them to use 
divers." The outcome of the containment dome test, the fact that Shell may have missed warning 
signals that something was wrong and Shell's problems using ROVs, which could be required in 
an Arctic environment, raise troubling questions about whether Shell can drill safely in this harsh 
and sensitive area. 

I therefore request that you respond in writing to the following questions by close of business 
on Friday, December 14, 2012: 

1. What has the Interior Department concluded caused the failure of Shell's Arctic 
containment dome during testing on September 17, 2012? Does the Department believe 
that the failure of Shell's system was due to mechanical or operational failures? 

2. A February 2012, GAO report that I requested following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill 
concluded that containment response in Alaskan waters poses unique risks and logistical 
limitations that could delay or impede response to a blowout. Some of the environmental 
challenges highlighted included the presence of surface and seafloor ice that could 
damage equipment and make it more difficult to access the source of a leak. Furthermore, 
limited infrastructure to move and support response personnel and the lack of redundant 
vessels and equipment pose logistical hurdles during a response. Does the Department 
believe that the failure of Shell's containment device is specific to Shell's technology or 
could other containment devices be at similar risk of failure due to these environmental 
challenges and limited response infrastructure present in Alaska waters? If not, why not? 
Please fully explain your response. 

3. According to Interior Department e-mails, Shell experienced "two warning indicators that 
were determined to be bad sensors." Does the Department believe that these warning 
indicators were related to the ultimate failure of the containment dome test and what, if 
anything, did Shell do in response to these indicators? What steps does the Department 
believe should have been taken in response to these warning indicators? 

4. ·what steps, if any, does the Department believe Shell could have taken to prevent the 
failure of its containment device? 

5. In August, the Director of the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, James 
Watson, was quoted in press reports as saying "Shell will not be authorized to drill into 
areas that may contain oil unless the spill containment system is fully certified, inspected 



Secretary Salazar 
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and located in the Arctic. "3 Given the failure of this test of Shell's containment dome, 
what additional measures will Shell be required to undertake prior to drilling into 
hydrocarbon bearing zones offshore in the Arctic? Will Shell be required to successfully 
demonstrate that its containment device can operate as intended in actual Arctic 
conditions, given its failure in relatively calm water and a predictable environment, 
before it is allowed to drill into hydrocarbon bearing zones offshore in the Arctic? If not, 
why not? 

6. The e-mails that have been released show that Shell had problems properly operating its 
ROVs. What does the Department believe caused the improper operation of Shell's 
ROVs? How would Shell's problems using ROVs have impacted operations had this 
been a real oil spill emergency offshore in the Arctic? 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please contact Morgan Gray on the 
Democratic staff of the Natural Resources Committee at (202) 225-6065 for further 
information or if you have questions regarding this request. · 

Sincerely, 

~,.1ri~ 
Ranking Democratic Member 

1 Available at: http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattlepolitics/2012/08/30/shell-gets-green-light -to-begin-arctic-drilling/ 
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The Hon. Ken Salazar 
Secretary 
Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W. 
Washington DC 20240 

Dear Secretary Salazar: 

December 5, 2012 

I write lo request infonnation regarding severe damage that occurred this past September 
to a containment dome that Shell planned to use for offshore drilling in the Arctic. According to 
initial conv~ations between the Natural Resources Democratic staff and the Interior 
Department, during a testing accident the containment dome ex.perienced an uncontrolled 
surfacing and descent. In addition, recently released internal DOI e-mails1 demonstrate that the 
extent of the damage to the containment dome was significant. SheU's unsuccessful test in Puget 
Sound raises new questions about the company's ability to successfully drill offshore in the 
Arctic and, more generally, about the ability of contairunent devices to function properly in the 
harsh Arctic environment. 

Shell's website states "lo A1aska we have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in spill 
response vessels, equipment, staff and training. Our staff carry out regular drills. We are ready to 
respond to a spill within 60 minutes, 24 hours a day."2 Yet, rather than demonstrating that Shell 
is ready to effectively re11pond to an oil spill in Arctic waters, recently released Interior 
Department e-mails report that the Shell containment dome "breached like a whale" during 
testing and the top half of the containment dome was "crushed like a beer can .. during this 
exercise. 

I Available at: !ll!P.:J/www.documcntclo1,1d.org/docu,M!'t.,;/526393-bstt-foia-kuow·Jl'.litjal
n;.-sponsc.h1rol#document/p I 
1 hup:/lv.'Ww.stx,ll.comlb:9me/conte,nt!futurc encr,.ylmce1ing demapd/arcticloil ~~n rcponset 

h11p:/ln.iurel1"'1urc•s.h0ute.(IOV 



Secretary Salazar 
December S, 2012 
Page 2 of3 

The e-mails also show that Shell experienced "two warning indicators that were 
detennined to be bad sensors, one in a venting valve, and the other with the Hydraulic Power 
Unit that provided power to the winches." Jn addition, prior to the contamrnent dome event, 
Shell apparently experienced problems with its Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs). One e-mail 
describes that a ROY had become "tangled in rigging" and that Shell subsequently asked to 
"continue tests using divers" even though· in a real situation "safety would not allow them to use 
divers." The outcome of the conta.irunent dome test, the fact that Shell may have missed warning 
signals that something was wrong and She)) 's problems using RO Vs, which could be required in 
an Arctic environment, raise troubling questions about whether Shell can drill safely in this harsh 
and sensitive area. 

I therefore request that you respond in writing to the following questions by close of business 
on Friday, December 14, 2012: 

l. What has the Interior Department concluded caused the failure of Shell's Arctic 
containment dome during testing on September 17, 2012? Does the Department believe 
that the failure of Shell's system was due to mechanical or operational failures? 

2. A February 2012, GAO report that I requested following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill 
concluded that containment response in AlMkan waters poses unique risks and logistical 
limitations that could delay or impede response to a blowout. Some of the cnvironmentaJ 
challenges highlighted included the presence of surface and seafloor ice that could 
damage equipment and make it more di1ficult to access the source of a leak. Furthennore, 
limited infrastructure to move and support response personnel and the lack of redundant 
vessels and equipment pose logistical 'hurdles during a response. Does the Department 
believe that the failure of Shell's contairunent device is specific to Shell's technology or 
could other containment devices be at similar risk of failure due to these environmental 
challenges and limited response infrastructure present in Alaska waters? If not, why not? 
Please fulJy explain your response. 

3. According to Interior Department e-mails, Shell experienced "two warning indicators that 
were determined to be bad sensors." Does the Department believe that these warning 
indicators were related to the ultimate failure of the containment dome test and what, if 
anything, did Shell do in response to these indicators? What steps does the Department 
believe should have been taken in response to these warning indicators? 

4. What steps, if any, does the Department believe Shell could have taken to prevent the 
failure of its containment device? 

5. ln August, the Director of the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, James 
Watson, was quoted in press reports as saying .. Shell will not be authorized to drill into 
areas that may contain oil unless the spill containment system is fully certified, inspected 
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and located in the Arctic.'J Given the failure of this test of Shell's containment dome, 
what additional measures will Shell be required to undertake prior to drilling into 
hydrocarbon bearing zones offshore in the Arctic? Will Shell be required to successfully 
demonstrate that its containment device can operate as intended in actual Arctic 
conditions, given its failure in relatively calm water and a predictable environment, 
before it is allowed to drill into hydrocarbon bearing zones offshore in the Arctic? lf not, 
why not? 

6. The e-mails that have been released show that Shell had problems properly operating its 
ROVs. What docs the Department believe caused the improper operation of Shcll 's 
ROVs? How would Shell's problems using ROVs have impacted operations had this 
been a real oil spill emergency offshore in the Arctic? 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please contact Morgan Gray on the 
Democratic staff of the Natural Resources Committee at (202) 225-6065 for further 
information or if you have questions regarding this request. · 

Sincerely, 

~}.7il.~ 
Edward J. Marl/y • . 
Ranking Democratic Member 

, "'T . :., 
1 A va.illlble at: http:ilblo&i11111ll.cpi.~81Cittlepolitic&i2012/08/30/shell-gets-green-light·I.O-begio-an;tic-drilling/ 
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TH[ SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

WASHINGTON 

FEB 19 2013 

The Honorable Edward J. Markey 
Ranking Member, Committee on Natural Resources 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Markey: 

Thank you for your letter of December 5, 2012, regardfog Shell's unsuccessful deployment 
test of its Arctic Containment System (ACS) this past September. Because Shell was unable 
to deploy a functioning containment system in the Arctic, as it was required to do as a 
condition of its exploration plan and under its oil spill response plan, the Department of the 
Interior limited Shell's drilling activities and did not allow Shell to enter any hydrocarbon
bearing zones during the 2012 season. Shell's inability to successfully deploy the ACS, 
however. raises questions about SheJI>s management and contractor oversight related to the 
development of the ACS. 

On January 8, 2013, as part of the Departmem·s commitment to rigorous oversight of offshore 
oil and gas exploration activities in the Arctic. I directed a comprehensive, high-level review 
of Shell's performance in connection with its 2012 operations in the Beaufort and Chukchi 
Seas. This 60-day review wilJ address, among other lhings, the issues raised in your letter 
concerning the ACS. We will provide you with a copy of the repon related to this review as 
soon as it is available. 

It is my firm view that any offshore oil and gas activity in the Arctic must be conducted in 
compliance with the high standards for safety and environmental performance that are 
absolutely essential to working responsibly in this unique and chaJlenging environment. 
Thank you for your interest in and support for the Departmenf s strong oversight of Shell's 
activities offshore Alaska. 

Sincerely. 

Ken Salazar 
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